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Crossword 17
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Across

1The turn of the nobleman (8)

5The point of my eye sounds like this (6)

9Take a French flight or shorten in the book (3)

10Refutes and spreads again (9)

12Spread the curd....or ? (9)

13Earned an organ when Ned left (3)

14The latter parts of a hundred (6)

15Heard that it's a bend with myself and the 
cockney girl (7)

17Breaker up above for the radio, perhaps? (3,4)

19Time for a cold, maybe ? (3,3)

22Heard about the tie there in both senses (3)

23The short part of August had an expert to omit 
the crudeness and mix it up (9)

24Barbing with it is like a hare hunt (9)

25After T, "would you mind?" in a manner of 
speaking (3)

26Perhaps a drain trap, to begin and follow with a 
G and Y, and has power to trap (6)

27The hitman is about as narrow as land with 
water with land either side (8)

Down

1Give after 25 across (6)

2You see in Los Angeles, this is it so I heard (7)

3The dispersion angle is sort of objectifying (15)

4Began with a knock out and was about to snear 
at them. (7)

6THISISHOWYOUANSWERTHISCLUE, 
perhaps without stopping (2,3,4,6)

7After T, you are a possessive success (5)

8Me at the end is not hard but is tricked (4,4)

11Heat clean or it can follow the sea (5)

16So, recite about what's so like Crosaire (8)

18Emile is fragrant like tree resin, in an odd way 
(5)

19I am silent and snug with these false attacks (7)

20Gee, you are an eye in Paraguay with money, 
just read it (7)

21Only a sudden press within this jacket (6)

22Thanks for the scary ghost call that's sacred (5)


